PERF ORIENT
Support your staff in their mobility
YOUR EXPECTATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
Are you seeking a tool to:
§
§
§
§

Secure your decisions on mobility and career management and to organise your processes?
Facilitate awareness amongst your staff, clarify their expectations and develop their experience?
Involve your staff, make them players in their own development?
Promote an open and participatory relational approach, in your career-management interviews?

>> Discover PERF ORIENT! An assessment tool focused on behavioural skills and career guidance.

A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT
PERF ORIENT has been specifically designed to help HR professionals to organise and stimulate the processes of
mobility and career projection.
PERF ORIENT cross-references the individual dynamics of the employee with 8 broad generic professional activities:
Administration, debate, design, creation, dialogue, supervision, management and production.
The activities are prioritised according to 3 levels: those favourable for the employee, those to be considered subject
to reservations and those requiring vigilance.
PERF ORIENT allows the HR professional to identify the strong points, the points where progress could be made and the
motivation of the employee with regard to a specific activity and to target, with them, an optimal professional
environment. It expresses the activities that are the most comfortable for the test-taker and the elements that may
compromise their success in a professional environment.

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORTING MATERIAL

PERF ORIENT has been designed as a communication tool
focused on the relationship between the adviser and the
person being advised.
Composed of 10 pages in natural language, the feedback
report is a common aid to reflect upon and discuss between the
evaluator and the test-taker.
Easily understandable for the test-taker, it lets them be actively
involved in their development.

>> A comprehensive and
nuanced basis for
discussion,
>> Avenues for
consideration, to prepare a
vocational project,
>> Materials for selfknowledge.

PERF ORIENT does not confine your support to determining pre-established "job solutions", but it is a dynamic aid
for producing an appraisal. It raises the test-taker's awareness of their abilities and motivation, which is necessary
for forward planning and for constructing their own career development in a dynamic process.

SHARED BENEFITS

> Awareness of
skills and abilities

COLLEAGUES

> Active involvement
in professional development
> A relation of trust and
dialogue with the company

> Improved
knowledge of the
potential of staff
> Organises the
transfer process
> Secured and recorded
decisions

Support
career management

> Optimises
internal resources
> Reduces errors in orientation
and associated costs
> Promotes the
employer brand

COMPANY
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